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Havells India Limited is a $1.3 Billion leading Fast Moving 
Electrical Goods (FMEG) Company and a major power 
distribution equipment manufacturer with a strong global 
footprint. Today, Havells owns some of the most prestigious 
global brands like Havells, Crabtree, Sylvania, Concord, 
Luminance and Standard. Its global network constitutes of 
7000 professionals across 91 branches & representative 
offices in over 50 countries. 

Crabtree, a brand of finest switches is considered as the 
epitome of quality, innovation and service by architects and 
electrical consultants across India. Crabtree offers premium 
quality customer-friendly switches and also provides unrivalled 
services, superior support and infrastructure.
The production unit situated at Baddi, Himachal Pradesh 
is a unique combination of advance technology, maximum 
functionality and aesthetic designing operated by finest 
human & technical resources. Just so that it perfectly blends 
with the taste of our distinguished clientele.
Crabtree has recently introduced Murano, the most delightful 
range of switches with glass plates that brings a touch of 
finesse to your interiors keeping the tradition of innovation & 
excellence. A style statement indeed!!! 

About Us
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The Crabtree Smart Living is a must-have Home Automation 
Solution for any modern residential property. It has been 
introduced by Havells India Ltd. for Home Owners & Developers 
in India, in collaboration with HDL Automation Co. Ltd. Our 
technology is designed to be conveniently hidden from view, 
while the control panels come in a variety of colours, styles, 
and finishes to fit any contemporary decor. The technology is 
designed to be completely unobtrusive, while complimenting 
the design and providing homeowners with convenience, 
security, and energy efficiency.
All of your systems can be controlled from elegant panels, or 
Android and iOS devices. This control can take place not only 
in the home, but from anywhere in the world.
We boast a large number of control modules allowing the 
ultimate flexibility in design, and can tailor our smart home 
solutions to your exact requirements.

About Automation
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Some of the great 
Project references
World wide 
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BEIJING GREAT HALL OF THE PEOPLE
THEATER LIGHTING CONTROL PROJECT 
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BMW WORLD MUSEUM IN GERMANY
DMX SHOW CONTROL PROJECT 
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GUANGZHOU ASIAN GAMES PROJECT
HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL PROJECT 
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SHANGHAI WORLD EXPO CENTER
BUILDING AUTOMATION CONTROL PROJECT 
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VIETNAM GRAN HO TRAM STRIP CASINO HOTEL
LUXURY CASINO HOTEL AUTOMATION  PROJECT 
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SOFITEL CASABLANCA TOUR HOTEL
LUXURY RESORT HOTEL AUTOMATION PROJECT
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INTELLIGENT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
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SMART PRESENTATION SOLUTIONS
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SMART HOME SOLUTIONS
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SMART HOTEL SOLUTIONS
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Control everything from everywhere
Control all the functions of Crabtree Buspro from your smartphone and tablet

Nowadays, consumers look for comfort and simplicity. This concept, extended

into the home and building automation field, means the ability to have full 

control of Crabtree Buspro functions from the everyday devices that everybody 

has always on hand, like the smartphone or tablet. 

i-Life is an app developed by Crabtree’s engineers specially for Crabtree 

Buspro. With an attractive design and user-friendly interface, it is perfect 

for all kinds of people, whether or not they are familiar with the technology. 

Everybody will enjoy the power of controlling all the functionalities within their 

house or business with the flick of just  a few buttons.

20
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Control software for Crabtree Buspro

“Control your entire home automation 
system and audio/video equipment 
from a user-friendly interface”

Install iRidium Transfer and 
iRidium GUI Editor on your 
computer1

Setup the iRidium App on 
your control device2

V2.1

3
Create your interface or adjust 
a ready GUI template using  
iRidium GUI Editor 4

Upload your interface 
onto the target device using
iRidium Transfer

21
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         is a distributed communication bus protocol based 
on the RS-485 standard, which enables control of all building 
appliances, and integration with third party software and 
hardware. It allows technologies to, merge and can be 
expanded on a simplistic manner.

     International standard: ISO/IEC14543-3 European 
standard: CENELECEN 50090 and CEN EN 13321-1 United 
States standard: ANSI/ASHRAE135 Chinese standard: GB/
T20965-2013

KNX is the world’s only standard for building control and 
automation; it can make major energy savings of up to 60% 
and significantly reduced the carbon footprint of a building. 
This is truly green sustainable technology that can be applied 
to small and large building alike. The standard has been 
adopted by many international manufacturers who together 
provide a vast array of KNX certified products for a range of 
building control application including lighting, HVAC, intruder 
alarm, Audio Visual systems, household appliance blinds/solar 
control, automatic window control, façade management, and 
energy control/, monitoring applications. 

     Crabtree SMART LIVING Wireless (868 MHz) 
Intelligent control inside the Wall back box. Switches in the 
front may be Murano/Athena etc. Light dimming & Curtain 
control. Wireless Mesh Technology for longer communication 
distance. Control & monitoring through mobile APP.

Solutions 
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MTS10A.2WB

MTS10A.2WB
Parameters
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Touch Panel - MPTL14.46

 MPTL14.46

Parameters

Lighting Blinds HVAC Floor  
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Green White

7 Different Pages
With 7 separate and easy to navigate pages, a user can take complete 

control over their lighting, air conditioning, back ground music, floor heating, 

and security. Each of the pages has 8 buttons providing effortlessly smooth 

control, and 2 dedicated scrolling buttons. In addition to this located on the 

bottom of the panel are four customizable shortcut keys, giving you fast and 

intuitive system navigation. 

Customizable 
Every aspect of the DLP can be customised, from the on screen icons to the 

fascia colour, allowing the touch panel to be tailored to any environment or 

situation. A personalised logo or engraving can even be added to the screen 

to give you a truly unique solution.

Flush Mount
When the DLP touch panel is coupled with the flush mount system, the panel 

projects a mere 3mm from the wall. This seamless integration between panel 

and building has been designed to ensure that the panel is an organic element 

of the building, and does not intrude upon the aesthetics of a room.

Multi-functional
The DLP touch panel is able to do more than control every system and device 

in a building. With it’s built in temperature sensor, data can be sent to the 

thermostat allowing each room to be monitored independently. This ensures 

that your heating and cooling solutions are optimized, and work as efficiently 

as possible.

Your Company’s Logo In The Switches
Give an excellent branding for your company using customized front plates 

with the logo of your company or the corporate colors.

Choose The Color That Defines Your 
Home’s Personality
We provide the possibility to print out layout colors, picture or image texture 

on the front plate that suit your lifestyle or with your interior designer’s project. 

colors.
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MPL8.48

MPL8.48

Lighting

Air Conditioning

Lighting

New generation DLP
New design features such as metal buttons with four left/right keys (in total 

eight individual buttons) which you can merge together and configure their 

LEDs. The frame and plate are selectable with different materials and colours 

to fit in with your lifestyle. 

With just one DLP you can control your whole house. Up to 32 buttons 

distributed through four pages, you can control up to 99 targets with each 

button, and in total more than 3000 targets like lighting, curtain, blinds, HVAC, 

heating system, background music, etc. 

The new firmware supports 147 different languages, has a user-friendly 

interface, and provides easy programming functions as well. The DLP panel 

allows connections with dimmers, relays, curtains, etc. directly without 

software. All the buttons have the ability to record the state of the rest of 

buttons and create with them new scenes in the DLP panel. This special 

function makes creating and changing scenes easy for the end user

28
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MPT1.48  / MPT2.48  / MPT3.48

Parameters

Functions

    switch,single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel,  security , music 

Customise your DLP        
Based on your personal favourites 
or your individual requeriments

IR Remote Control
Built-in IR receiver (You need to replace a 

plate with an IR receiving hole to enable the 

IR remote control function)

29
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MPL8.46

Parameters

Functions

     on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off, 

 double click/combination on/off, momentary, clock timer, short press/ 

 

 switch,single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast  

 scene, broadcast channel,  security , music 

Multiple Control Pages

MPL8.46

Lighting
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8 Buttons Switch EU MP8B.48

DIY  Concept  Do It Yourself 
Selectable plate and frame this is ideal in situations where you may need to 

regularly change or adjust the functionalities of different buttons. 

The text on the buttons is easily adjustable, removable, and replaceable to 

suit your individual and changing needs. You simply print what you want, fix it 

to the button and cover it with the plastic sleeve. 

This also makes it a very economical option as opposed to committing 

yourself to ones with design at the outset.

IR Remote Control        
Built-in IR receiver (You need to 

replace a plate with an IR receiving 

hole to enable the IR remote control 

function)
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MP2B.48 / MP4B.48 / MP6B.48

Parameters

Functions

    on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off,    

 double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press, 

    short press/long momentary etc.

    switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security, music 

MP2B.48

Customize different plate and frame color

MP4B.48

MP6B.48
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MP4B.48 / MP6B.48 / MP8B.48

Parameters

Functions

 

 on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off,  

 double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press,  

 short press/long momentary etc.

 

 single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast scene, broadcast  

 channel, security, music 

MP4B.48

Color of plate and frame is selectable and 
customizable

MP6B.48

MP8B.48
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MP4A.48 / MP8A.48

Parameters

Functions

 

 

 on/ off , double click/combination, on/off,  short press/long press, etc

 

 single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast scene, broadcast  

 channel, security module, music MP4A.48

Color of plate and frame is selectable and 
customizable

Note: Built-in IR receiver, need to replace a plate with IR receiving hole to 

achieve IR remote control function

MP8A.48
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MP4B.46  / MP6B.46  / MP8B.46

Parameters

Functions

    combination on, combination off, combination on/off , momentary, 

   double click/ single on/ off , double click/combination, on/off,  short 

    press/long press, etc

   switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security module, Music 

Customize different plate and frame color

MP4B.46

MP6B.46

MP8B.46Built-in IR receiver, need to replace a plate with IR receiving hole to realize 

IR remote control function
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MP4B.46 / MP6B.46 / MP8B.46

Parameters

Functions

   on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off, 

   double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press, 

   short press/long momentary etc.

   switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

   scene, broadcast channel, security, music 

Customize different plate and frame color

MP4B.46

MP6B.46

MP8B.46
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MP4A.46  / MP8A.46  / MP4A.46/ MP8A.46

Parameters

Functions

    combination on, combination off, combination on/off , momentary, 

   double click/ single on/ off , double click/combination, on/off,  short 

    press/long press, etc

   switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security module, Music 

Selectable face plate and frame 

MP4B.46

MP6B.46

Note: Built-in IR receiver, need to replace a plate with IR receiving hole to 

achieve IR remote control function

MP4A.46 MP8A.46
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Touch Buttons Switch EU MPT4.48

Light Green

The back-light button lights up when it is 
touched
Each touch button has two-colour custom status which can be infinitely 

adjusted via the RGB value. The Touch Panel technology adjusts automatically 

to the changing environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature. 

Also other parameters such as the back-light’s brightness and saturation are 

adjustable.

The color, icons and pattern of the plate can 
be customised

Based on your personal favorites or your  
requirements
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MPT1.48  / MPT2.48  / MPT3.48

MPT1.48

MPT2.48

Parameters

Functions

    on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off, double  

 click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press, short press/ 

 long momentary etc.

 

 single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast scene, broadcast  

 channel, security module, music

IR Remote Control          
Built-in IR receiver (You need to replace a 

plate with an IR receiving hole to enable the 

IR remote control function) 
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MPT2.46 /MPT4.46 /MPT6.46

Parameters

Functions

 

 key- relevancy.    etc. single channel control, curtain, broadcast scene,  

 broadcast channel, 

    single on/ off , double click/combination, on/off, etc on, combination off,  

 combination on/off , momentary, double click/ 

Color of back board support RGB/ Selectable 
face plate and frame 

MPH101.48 

MPH102.48

MPH104.48Note: Built-in IR receiver, need to replace a plate with IR receiving hole to achieve IR remote     

          control function
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Intelligent  Switch EU MP01R.48  / MP02R.48 / MP03R.48  / MP04R.48   

MP01R.48 MP02R.48 

MP04R.48 

Parameters

Functions

    on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off, 

    double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press, 

    short press/long momentary etc.

    switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security module, music
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Background
Switchers are elements very important when you design a new 

space. That’s why we want to give the possibility to customize 

the plate and frame to find the style which suits you best

Customize different plate and frame color

Buttons
Small details are important because they give a distinguished touch of luxury 

and fashion to your home and business. To feel identified with these values, 

you can change the button’s ring colors to adjust it with your house style or 

your color business. Choose the style of the buttons

Two custom color status per button

The back-light button lights up when it is pressed.Each button has two 

custom color status which can be infinitely adjustable via the RGB value by 

software.

RGB ValuesBronze Glass

Selectable Plate Materials
The feeling of touch of Bronze and Glass are unique. If you are trying to avoid 

common materials, you can use the materials for your switchers which it 

matches better with your style.

   Bronze                    Aluminum           Aluminum+Bronze

42
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ENERGY MANAGMENT
The  crowning  feature  of  the  Enviro  panel  is  its  ability  to monitor  in  

real  time  the  electrical  and  water  resources  being  consumed.  This  is  

particularly  useful  if  a  user  is  trying  to  cut  down  on  their  energy  usage,  

or  if  they  simply wish  to  be  notified  of  excessive  energy use. 

12 LISTING PAGES 
With a massive 12 listing pages users can control hundreds of targets in their 

building. These listing pages use large easy to read fonts, are capable of 

displaying 147 languages, and use universally acknowledged icons.

Sporting a 4.3 inch capacitive touch LCD screen, the Enviro Panel  allows  a  

user  to  know  at  a glance exactly what systems  are  active.  The  screen  

also  boasts  a  cool  blue back lit display that is capable of being constantly 

active, allowing  fast  location  detection  in dim or unfamiliar conditions.

MUTIPLE TARGETS
Users can take complete control over every feature of their building, with a 

single Enviro Panel. From lighting, curtains, music, scenes, sensors, timers, 

AC, floor heating, and even security  solutions. This effortless control enables 

a user to know  exactly what feature or appliance is being used and where.

MPTLC43.46
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Parameters

 

MPTLC43.46
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MP2K.48 / MP4K.48 / MP6K.48 / MP8K.48

Selectable QTY Button

Parameters

Functions

 on, combination off, combination on/off , momentary, double click/ single  

 on/ off , double click/combination, on/off,  short press/long press, etc

     switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security module, music 

MP2K.48

MPH102.48
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COMBINE TWO USER INTERFACE IN ONE PLATE

You can avoid a scattered, untidy look by having two panels next to each other, and 

at the same time bring all of your required functionalities into the one place.

This is also a very cheap solution, as you only need  to extend the bus cable by a 

few centimeters to reach the adjacent panel. It gives you the advantage of less 

construction work and ugly drilling and chasing for  separately-placed panels

We can have the individual plates finished to whatever color or template you require. 

The two panels can be color-coordinated to your individual requirements and 

aligned neatly for optimum esthetic appearance.

Double up the functionalities in an elegant way

Easy and economic solution to extend your BUS

Create a double panel combining two user interfaces
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MP6CN.48 / MP13CN.48   

Parameters

Functions

 

 on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off,  

 double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press,  

 short press/long momentary etc.

 

 single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast scene, broadcast  

 channel, security, music 

MP6CN.48 

Customize different plate and frame color
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MPH101.48  / MPH102.48 / MPH104.48 / MPH108.48

Parameters

Functions

    on, combination off, combination on/off , Momentary, double click/ single  

 on/ off , double click/combination, on/off, etc

    single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast scene, broadcast  

 channel, security module, Music, etc. 

MPH101.48 

MPH102.48

MPH104.48MPH108.48
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MPHG01.48 / MPHG02SA.48 / MPHG03A.48 

Parameters

Functions

    on, combination off, combination on/off, double click/ single on/ off, 

    double click/combination on/off, momentary, short press/long press, 

    short press/long momentary etc.

    switch, single channel control, curtain, GPRS, panel, broadcast 

    scene, broadcast channel, security, music 

MPH101.48 

MPH102.48

MPH104.48
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MPPI.46 / MPPI(k).48/ MPPI.48

Parameters

 H73mm x W120mm x D 26.5mm(MPPI(k).48)

Functions

 

 Buspro/KNX cable

Parameters

Functions

 

 Buspro/KNX cable 

MPPI.48
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SB-WL-D0610 / SB-WL-D0620 / SB-WL-D1210

Parameters

Functions

     60 minutes as interval time;there are four types of sequences: 

     Forward/Backward/Ramdom/Forward&Backward

    different loads in each channel; 

     sequence; 

    system restart 
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MDT0203.433 / MDT04015.433 

each channel. Each channel can choose leading edge 

or trailing edge by software. This is very useful when 

user has different type of loads. And  it has short circuit 

protection and over heat protection

Parameters

1.5,x2.0,x3.0

Functions

 

 each channel

 

 restarts

Dimmer is based on the technology of MOSFET.  It has 

4 output channels and manual switch is available for 

each channel. Each channel can choose leading edge 

or trailing edge by software. This is very useful when 

user has different type of loads. And it has short circuit 

protection and over heat protection
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MDT0601.433 / MCR01.40

Parameters

1.5,x2.0,x3.0

Functions

 

 each channel

 

 the device restarts

Parameters

Functions

Note: above picture is set Crabtree TRAIC dimmer as an example, 
the module can supply minimum 15mA current for TRAIC,this 
module can solve the flicker problem when d imming the Lamps 
such as some LEDs and low voltage Halogen.
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MD0206.432 / MD0403.432 /  MD0602.432

TRIAC : 16A bidirectional TRIAC , minimum load 40W

Maximum 6 separate areas, each area has 12 scenes 

Parameters

Functions

 

 different loads;

 

 restart
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SB-WL-B0120 / SB-WL-B0210

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

Functions
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MR0410.431 / MR0810.432 / MR1210.433 / MR1610.433 

8 channel relay output

Maximum 8 separate areas

Each area has 16 scenes, maximum runtime of scene: 60 

minutes

   of scene: 60 minutes 

 

 

   scene: 60 minutes

Parameters

Functions

 

 scene: 60 minutes

 

 restart 
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SB-WL-B0120 / SB-WL-B0210

8 channel relay output

Maximum 8 separate areas

Each area has 16 scenes, maximum runtime of scene: 60 

minutes

   of scene: 60 minutes 

 

 

   scene: 60 minutes

Parameters

                                      Dynamic power consumption: 35mA/DC24V

Functions

 

 minutes

 

 the system restart 

    is same as channel units  
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LED Driver/ LED Dimmer 
SB-WM-LED0304 / SB-LED650mA / MDLED0605.432   

8 channel relay output

Maximum 8 separate areas

Each area has 16 scenes, maximum runtime of scene: 60 

minutes

Parameters

Functions

 

 has 60 minutes as interval time;there are four types of sequence:  

 Forward/Backward/Random/Forward& Backward;

 

 different loads;

 

 restart

Parameters
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MRDA0610.432

MRDA0610.432

   6 channel total no less than 300mA

Introducing DMX Gateway, a gateway unit which integrates  

Crabtree-Buspro system with DMX Lighting Control system,  

enabling control all range of Buspro features as dimmers,  

relays, etc. from professional lighting desks

Parameters

Functions

 

 60 minutes as interval time; there are four types of sequence: Forward/ 

 Backward/Random/Forward& Backward;

 

 different loads;

 

 restart 

Parameters

Functions
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EXAMPLE OF USE

DMX Scene Recorder 
SB-DN-Recorde

Introducing DMX Gateway, a gateway unit which 
integrates  Crabtree-Buspro system with DMX Lighting 
Control system,  enabling control all range of Buspro 
features as dimmers,  relays, etc. from professional 
lighting desks

Parameters

                   6 manual buttons 

Functions

    delete programs
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SB-DN-48DMX / SB-DN-512DMX 

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

Functions

 0.1 second to 60 minutes

 from 0.1 second to 60 minutes, 4 modes for the sequences 
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SB-DN-2Motor / MAC01.331

Parameters

Functions

 

 scene: 60 minutes

 

 restart 

Parameters

Functions
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MFH06.432 / SB-DN-Logic960  

Parameters

Functions

     tables can be connected with each other

 

 universal switch etc

Parameters

                                                     1A/220VAC (Relay output)

Functions
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MC64-DALI.431 / Crabtree-MGSM.431

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

                       And DALI

Functions

 

 failure, DALI component electrify restore

 

 back to the last 20 seconds scene before power off 
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SB-DN-PM3P01 / SB-DN-PM1P03  / MBC06.431 

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

     10A / 16A single phase

Functions

 power, reactive power, apparent power, power factor, active 

 power, reactive power, and other values

 values of each phase at a certain time , universal switching, 

 all can be logical trigger conditions
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SB-DN-PS750 / SB-DN-PS2.4A

Parameters

Functions
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SB-DN-SEC250K

Parameters

Functions

   Timing, Etc.

   Emergency, Etc.

     send SMS messages or call to the emergency contact to 

    ask for help or alarm’s notifier in case of security problem
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MSPU05.48 

Parameters

   ultrasonic sensor, universal switch, logic, total 8 logical conditions

     logic block can be set 20 targets output

     range is 1-100

   each logical has 2 UV switch no
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Crabtree-MSOUT.4W

Parameters

Functions

     temperature sensor, dry contact, universal switch

    trigger the targets respectively. Each logic can set 20 targets

    each logic has 2 universal switch numbers, universal   switch 

    can close automatically, the time range is1-3600s
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SB-CMS-THL / SB-WMS-PIR

Parameters

Functions

     humidity sensor,two dry contact inputs, two universal switches, 

     logic state etc which can be used as input conditions

    conditions,up to 20 target outputs for logic conditions

Parameters

Functions
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SB-CMS-12in1 / SB-CMS-LA  

Parameters

Functions

    infrared motion sensor, ultrasonic sensor, two dry contact 

     inputs, two external input conditions

    remote control codes

    infrared remote control codes

    conditions, each logic block  can be set 10 output targets

Parameters

                               monoxide,ethanol, methane, isobutane, alcohol: 

Functions

    contact inputs, two universal switches, logic state etc which 

    can be used as input conditions

    conditions, up to 20 target outputs for logic conditions
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MSPU03.4 / MSP02.4C

Parameters

Functions

     ultrasonic sensor and universal switch which can be used 

    as logic conditions. 

    logic conditions, 2 switch numbers for each logic, universal 

     switch has auto-off function(from 1 to 3600 seconds)

Parameters

Functions

     switch which can be used as logic conditions. 

     logic conditions, 2 switch numbers for each logic, universal 

     switch has auto-off function(from 1 to 3600 seconds)

MSP02.4C
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MSP07M.4C / MSP08M.4C

Parameters

Functions

     temperature sensor and universal switch control

     PIR sensor, two dry contact inputs and logical condition

     switch number. The universal switch has Auto-Off function, 

     delay time is 1-3600s

     Up to 10 logic block functions to trigger the control target

Parameters

Functions

     contact,  temperature sensor and external conditions. 

     PIR sensor, two dry contact inputs. 

     switch number. The universal switch has Auto-Off function, 

     delay time is 1-3600s.

   Up to 10 logic block functions to trigger the control target.

     number is 1-240.It can upload multiple IR code

MSP07M.4C MSP08M.4C
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MSPU03.4 / MSP02.4C

Parameters

Functions

    with different addresses, and read the current remote address

    each controller (except combine function)

    single channel adjust                        

Parameters

Features

No battery switch, working with the receiver module for remote control

MRF16.4C MTIRW
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MSP07M.4C / MSP08M.4C

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

Functions
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Crabtree-MBUS01IP.431 / SB-DN-EIB

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

                     EIB-BUS (KNX)

Functions
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SB-DN-RS232N

SB-DN-232IP-Pro 

Parameters

Functions

                                Crabtree Buspro
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MSD04.40  / MSD08.40 

Parameters

Functions

 

 Combination-On, Combination-Off, Combinations, Multi-functional,  

 Parallel switch

 

 channel adjustment, broadcast scene, broadcast channel, curtain  

 control, panel control, GPRS function, fire alarm control and music play  

 functions

Parameters

Functions

 

 Combination-On, Combination-Off, Combinations, Multi-functional,  

 Parallel switch

 

 channel adjustment, broadcast scene, broadcast channel, curtain control,  

 panel control, GPRS function, fire alarm control and music play functions

MSD08.40 
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SB-MTS04.20 

Parameters

Functions

 

 resistance, custom indexing table

Parameters

 

 Audio output

25 byte

 32 G

Functions

FM Radio, External input, FTP Audio stream, CD card. User 

can listen to the music from DLP panel and iPad, iPhone. This 

audio system supports songs from SD card, so it can be used 

for alarm system and voice service for home automation. 
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 MZBOX.20

 MZAP.20

Crabtree music play box is an elegant device to manage your music and 

playlists from many different sources. The client can create a personalised 

environment in which to enjoy their favorite music.

Crabtree Audio Amplifier provides an excellent solution for you in those places 

where you need to use more power to supply your music equipment. 

Parameters

25 bytes

 32 G

Functions

 Port, Audio IN port/Audio OUT port

 

 signal

 

 audio amplifier

 

 environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature.

Parameters

White/Grey                                        

White/Grey                                        
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Crabtree Audio Amplifier 

Crabtree Music Play Box 
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MWM70-RF.12

Common Parameters

Functions

 

 of tubular motor big enough

The MVSM45B.12 is a tubular blind controller, which has been designed to 

automated all common roller blinds. the unit can output 10 Nm of torque 

giving an effortlessly smooth action,  and  operates at a barely audible  42 db.

Using single phase AC motor the unit can effortlessly control

blinds via its 10 Nm of torque. To provide user with ultimate in blind 

control, the unit has percentage control; stop, up and down control.

To increase reliablity and service life, the MVSM45B.12 utilize overheat 

protection. This safeguard not only the unit itself, but the 

system it is integrated into.

High torque

Reliable 
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1 CHANNEL MOTORIZED CURTAIN 
MWM70B. 12 / MWM70S. 12

Common Parameters

Technical Specification
 

 maximum curtain weight 50Kg (one motor), 80Kg (2 Motors)

 

 arched, one-and two-side opening 

Special parameters for MASTER

Special parameters for SLAVE

Functions

 

 precise planetary reducer

 

 Touchlife on Android pad, Touchlife on 7 inch touch screen

  MWM70B.12

 MASTER

MWM70S.12

SLAVE
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Common Parameters

Functions

 

 arched, one-and two-side -opening

 

 100ms
This module serves as new motorized curtain controller, need to work with 

Crabtree Channel Curtain module (SB-DN-2Motor.)

MWM70S.12

SLAVE
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Crabtree-MBR06.431

Parameters

Functions
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Hotel Doorbell
MPB03.48

Parameters

Functions
Keep improving
Laser engraving

Highlight the metal chrome material

Working state display

MPH101.48 MPH102.48 MPH104.48 MPH108.48 
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MPB01.48 / MPAC01.48

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

Functions

MPB01.48

MPAC01.48
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MPC01.48 / MHIC.48 

Parameters

Functions

 

 types: Guest card, service card, cleaner card, maintainer  

 card, administrator card etc

 

 1 to  49 targets.

Parameters

Functions

 

 administrator card etc

 

 1 to 49 targets. other key mode can be set 1 to 99 targets

MPC01.48

MHIC.48
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Hotel Door Bell
SB-3S-Bell-XS / SB-3S-Bell

Parameters

Functions

Parameters

Functions
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 Classic Switch / Multi Media Connector

 

 USB /HDMI

 USB /HDMI

 

 USB /HDMI

 

 USB /HDMI

MPHAC01.48

MPH201BN.48
 

MPH202BN.48
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MHIOU.432  / MHRCU.433

Parameters

 

 IP network interface

Functions

 

 reception or manager center, with hotel manage software this module can  

 integrate with third part property manager software 

Mix control function:

Dry contract: 

Door bell function:

Parameters

OUTPUTS:

INPUTS:

 

 output
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Hotel Room Control Host
SB-DN-48HNET 

Parameters

Functions

 

 display

 

 software.

 

 software

 

 control

 

 control module when need expand new functions. And the system can  

 work perfect with any exist systems. Such  as:BA system,the central  

 control system and security systems.    the master control module when  

 need expand new functions. And the system can work perfect with any  

 exist systems. Such  as:BA system,the central control system and  

 security systems.
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Parameters

Functions

 

 Single-On/Off, Combination on, Combination off, Combination On/Off,  

 

 

 Broadcast scene, Broadcast channel, curtain control, panel control,  

 GPRS and so on.

 

 Module

Parameters

                               Static current : 30mA

Functions:

Notes: To be used together with Hotel Room Control Host

           (SB-DN-48HNET)
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SB-DN-HMIX12 / Crabtree-MHD02R18U.232

Parameters

Functions

 

 and LED light control

Parameters

Functions
 

 air -conditioning

 

 air-conditioning

 

 (Current less than 2A)

Notes: To be used together with Hotel Room Control Host (SB-DN-48HNET)

           6-13ch fluorescent lamp or LED light load less than 100W
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Wireless
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Utilizing a wireless mesh IEEE 802.15.4 

communication network, the HDL wireless 

pannel range can be installed anywhere 

in a building without needing a physical 

connection to the Buspro mainframe. Using 

frequencies of 768,868, 

long distance communication 

frequency standard applying in different 

countries; which ensures efficient 

and precise data transmission.  

Crabtree wireless 
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MPL8-RF.18

Parameters

Functions

 

 Combination on, Combination off, Double click/single switch, Double  

 click/combination switch, Momentary, Clock, Short/Longpress, Short   

 Press/Long jog. 

 

 switch single channel lighting control, Broadcast scene,  Broadcast 

 channel, curtain switch, GPRS control, Panel control, Security Module,  

Customizable 
The Crabtree-MPL8-RF panel is completely customizable, and has an 

extensive range of fascia colours, and materials available. this tailoring even 

extends to the LED button status indicators which have adjustable light 

intensity levels. The module can also be incorporated into a double panel 

installation, of can be flush mouned. These customization options allow a 

user to have their exact requirements not only met, but exceeded. 

All in one 
In a single Crabtree-MPL8-RF panel there are seven different pages dedicated 

to the control of common automation systems. The following systems are 

included, four pages dedicated to lighting, one page dedicated to HVAC, 

one page for floor heating, and one page for background music. Each page 

can hold multiple targets enabling the user to take complete control over all 

aspects of their automation solutions, with one unifying Crabtree-MPL8-RF 

panel. 

The Crabtree-MPL8-RF is a wireless panel which is able to work in  

conjunction with the wireless power interface. Featuring an improved and 

customizable LCD display, the Crabtree-MPL8-RF enables users to find 

information effortlessly. 

Electronic Icons
The new Crabtree-MPL8-RF has an improved LCD screen that is capable to 

displaying multiple icons, which can then be customized via an extensive up 

datable icon library. Messages, Device status, and percentage information 

can all be displayed, enabling a user to find information effortlessly.

Lighting 

Air Conditioning

Lighting 
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MPT4-RF.18

Parameters

Functions

 Combination off, Combination on/off, Double click/single switch, Double  

 click/combination switch, Momentary, Clock, Short/Longpress, Short   

 Press/Long jog. 

 Switch, Single channel lighting control, Curtain switch, GPRS control,  

 Panel control, 

The color, icons and pattern of the plate can 
be customised

Based on your personal favorites or your 
requirements

Status without backlight color 

All RGB color are selectable

RGB LED backlight
RGB Each button is illuminated by and RGB LED back light which can change 

colour of intensity when used for different applications, based on the 

preference of the user. This customisable button back light ensured that  the 

unit can blend ito any situation or environment.

q
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MP04R-RF. 18

The Crabtree-MP04R-RF wireless panel has a scamless glass finish, and 

a backing plate specifically designed based on European standard.

The module can control multiple targets via its distinguished buttons,

which have a customizable RGB LED back light.

Parameters

Functions

 Combination off, Combination on/off, double click/single switch, double  

 click/Combination switch, Momentary, Short/Long Press, Short Press/ 

 Long Jog.

 witch, Single channel lighting control, Curtain switch, GPRS Control,   

 Panel control, broadcast control, broadcast channel, Security module,  

Customize different plate and frame color Choose the style of the buttons

Each button is illuminated by a RGB LED back light which can change colour 

or intensity when used for different applications, based on the preferednce 

of the user.

Each button is illuminated by a RGB LED back light which can change colour 

or intensity when used for different applications, based on the preferednce 

of the user.

Background 
Switches are elements very important when you design a new space. That’s 

why we want to give the possible to customize the plate and frame to find the 

style which suits you best 

Buttons
Small details are important because they give a distinguished touch of luxury 

and fashion to your home 

and business. To feel identified with these values, you can change the button’s 

ring colors to adjust it with you 

house style or your color business. 

BronzePink Glass Blue Glass White Glass Golden Glass Aluminum  Aluminum+Bronze
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MP8B-RF.18

The Crabtree-MP04R-RF wireless panel has a scamless glass finish, and 

a backing plate specifically designed based on European standard.

The module can control multiple targets via its distinguished buttons,

which have a customizable RGB LED back light.

The Crabtree MP (2/4/6/8)-RF series offers users the ability to replace the 

button names or icons, by simply removing the plastic sleeve and placing 

one of their own designs under it. This enables rapid changes without the 

need for computers, engraving, or etching. As long as a user has access to a 

piece of paper, and a pen or pencil, the customization can be accomplished. 

coupled with this, a range of fascia are available, make the unit suitable for 

any environment of situation.

The unit support wireless communication to control multiple targets 

4wireless power interfaces can be controlled by single Crabtree  

MP (2/4/6/8)-RF Module.

The Crabtree MP ((2/4/6/8)-RF has a completely customizable fascia. A user

is able to specify both the fascia colour and the material is to be made 

out of. This tailoring enables the module to fit semlessly into any room

DIY customization 

Wireless communication  Customize different plate and frame color

White glass

2 button switch

White glass

4 button switch

White glass

6 button switch

White glass

8 button switch

Customizable 
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MP2N-RF.18 / MP4B-RF.18 / MP6B-RF.18

Parameters

Functions

 combination on off, Double click Single on/off, Double click combination  

 on/off, Inching, short/long press, Short pres/long inching.

 Single channel lighting control, Broadcast scene, Broadcast channel   

 Control 
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MPWPI03.18

The wireless power interface supplies wireless panels with 5v DC. Dimming 

is possible through 2 TRIAC dimming channels, and 1 MOSFET trailing edge 

dimming channel. The module also has short circuit protection, and over-heat 

protection.

The Crabtree-MPW03.18 is specifically designed to supply power to wireless 

panels without neutral line. This is an optimised supply that is best suited to 

the panels, it enhances device stability, and enables peak panel performance. 

Without neutral line

The Crabtree-MPW03.18 is specifically designed to supply power to wireless 

panels without neutral line. This is an optimised supply that is best suited to 

the panels, it enhances device stability, and enables peak panel performance. 

Without neutral line

With 1 MOSFET dimming channel, and 2 Triac dimming channels, users are 

able to dimming, and switching,making them suitable for a wide range of 

applications. 

Triple channels

Parameters

Panel plate   Panel power 

interface

Back box  

Functions  
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MSPU05-RF. 1C

Parameters

Functions

 as well as universal switch, Dry contact and logic control totally 8 logic  

 input condition

 commands; Each logic block has two universal switch inputs, can 

 totally set 48 universal switches 

 switch, signal channel adjust, audio, curtain, GPRS panel control, 

 background music control, etc 
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Parameters

As a wireless gateway module the MCIP-RF02.10 can support  

RJ45, Crabtree-Buspro, and RF, and create a meshed network using standard 

IEEE 802.15.4. The frequency can then be selected from between 768, 868, 

and 900 MHz. the module is also able to create the FR scope. Via the on 

board buttons RR parameter setting is enabled.   

RJ45 Crabtree- BUS Wireless

 MCIP-RF02.10

With 1 MOSFET dimming channel, and 2 Triac dimming channels, users are 

able to dimming, and switching,making them suitable for a wide range of 

applications. 

Triple communication interfaces

Wireless Central Frequency
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MSPU05-RF. 1C

      Dual Working Modes 
With two working modes the gateway is suitable for any automation solution. the first mode is the mesh network mode; this mode enables all the wireless 

devices active on the network to connect to each other. The mesh also supports wired system integration through the RJ45 and Crabtree Buspro ports. 

The second mode is bridge mode; the function of this mode is to act as a transmission bridge. This enables multiple gateways and their  associated wired 

devices wired devices to communicated with each other wirelessly. The scope of the system can be further extended via RF. 

Mesh Network working mode

Bridge working mode
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MWM70-RF.12

Common Parameters

Special parameters for MASTER

Special parameters for SLAVE

Functions

 Percentage

The module is a wireless motorized curtain controller, which supports both 

master and  slave modules. the unit utilizes standard IEEE 802.15.4 wireless 

new generation clutch and planetary reducer gears, enable the controller to 

operate at a barely audible 40db.  

MWM70S.12

 off temporarily 

 

 interfaces
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Technical Specifications 

 maximum curtain weight 50Kg (one motor),  80Kg (2 motors).

     level 40dB.

 

 Touchlife on Android pad, Touchlife on 7-inch touch screen.

     and arched, one- and two-side opening.

     below

 Load curves(one-motor type) Load curves(two-motor type)
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MPR02-RF.18MWM70-RF.12

Parameters Parameters

MPR01-RF.18 MPR02-RF.18
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MPD01-RF. 18/MPS04-RF.18

Parameters Parameters

MPD01-RF.18 MPS04-RF.18
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Corp. Office: QRG Towers, 2D, Sector-126, Expressway, Noida-201304 (U.P),
Ph. +91-120-4771000, Fax: +91-120-4772000, 
E-mail: info@crabtreeindia.com, www.crabtreeindia.com  
Consumer Care No.: 1800 103 1313 (All Connections), 011-4166 0303 (Land line)

NORTH  QRG Towers, 2D, Sector-126, Expressway, Noida-201304, Tel: 0120-3331000,  
Tel: 011-47676700, 23888200,  Tel: 0172-4232400-401,  Tel: 0135-6670202,  Tel: 0120-

3331000,  Tel: 0161-4676001 / 6024,  Tel: 0191-2490424,  Tel: 0194-2490431,  Tel: 0141-3988210,  
 Tel: 0141-3914645, 3988210,  Tel: 0522-2201032, 2200938,  Tel:  0512-6710400, 9935533753

EAST  ICC Tower, 5th Floor, 4 India Exchange Place, Kolkata-700001, Tel: 033-40129851 / 52,  
Tel: 0674-6668101/102/103/104,  Tel: 0361-2134521, 2458923,  Tel: 0353-2525907,  

 Tel: 0657-6542492, 09234369436,  Tel: 0612-2207221, 2207222, 2207223, 2655518

WEST  301, Everest House, 3rd Floor, 6, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (E). Mumbai - 400 093, Tel: 022-67298600-
602,  Tel: 079-40061111, 40060738-740,  Tel: 0731-2572340-41, 4009998 (Airtel),  Tel: 0281-2481112, 2921212,  

 Tel: 0712-2240932, 2242692, 2242699  Tel: 020-64016413 / 14,  Tel: 0771-4243400 / 01,  Tel: 0261-2350137, 9979890137,  
 Tel: 0761-4064491

SOUTH  Sigapi Achi Building, No. 18 / 3, 6th Floor, Rukmani Lakshmipathy Road, Egmore, Chennai-600008,  
Tel: 044-42280600, 605,  Tel: 080-49075000,  Tel: 0422-2305767, 2306199, 2305199, Tel: 040-27533372, 27533355, 27533632, 
66320407/0408/6401/6402,  Tel: 0484-4099000,  Tel: 0891-6514339,  Tel: 0891-6514339,  Tel: 91+9247058847/57, 

: 09895855499, : 09994493242,  :  09633817795, : 09448146028, : 09944460160
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